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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Guillermo Cribb has contributed to the dictionary with 19 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small
book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to
visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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apoteosicos
It has the quality of the apotheosis; that it has been ensalsado or deified.

aprehensible
That you can apprehend, catch, take, grasp.

borbones
Royal dynasty of France

disvalor
It is the opposite quality of something considered as a value.

hematico
Relative to the blood. Used in the medical field. By ex: "I have found contained blood in the sputum; is it a hemoptysis or
erosive strep?  "

hemerografia
The communication discipline, which analyzes newspapers and magazines as they occur to the public.

hijo de una callejera
Son of a prostitute, bitch, deserving, hierodula, fornicator, whore.  He has no known father.

inermes
without weapons.

ininteligibles
He said is something that can not be tackled with intelligence; inscrutable.

maroma
thick rope established between two dicks, usually in a circus environment, so they walk on it and perform stunts.

monogamica
exclusive and inclusive Union with a simile, of a sexual nature.

obitar
Not to be confused with oblar ( have a 41 pence; used in religious celebrations to help support the costs.

obitar
It is a neologism created on the basis of the meaning of death ( 41 death; It is used in the medical field with the same
meaning of dying.



perfundido
Passive participle of infuse; used to refer to a liquid which has already been incorporated to an organism through a
venoclysis.

perlocutivo
Concerning acts of speech, it is the effect as stated by an enunciator produced in the diegetic in a particular
circumstance.

pluricultura
multicultural

que se nigficas holis
Use vulgar and affected by hello.  Used in lean, non-formal context; denotes a loving deal.

rapazuelo
child small, rather uneasy.

taquisfigmia
rapid pulse.


